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Abstract：The stabilization of a class of switched nonlinear systems is investigated in the paper．The systems coil— 

cemed are of(generalized)switched Byrnes—Isidori canonical form，which has all switched models in(generalized)Byrnes— 

Isidori canonical form ．First，a stability result of switched systems is obtained．Then it is used to solve the stabilization prob— 

lem of the switched nonlinear control systems．In addition，necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained for a switched 

affine nonlinear system to be feedback equivalent to(generalized)switched Byrnes—Isidori canonical systems are presented． 

Finally，as an application the stability of switched lorenz systems is investigated． 
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1 Introduction 

In recent years，the study of switched systems has 

received more and more attention．Many engineering sys— 

tems，such as robot manipulators【1】，traffic management 

【21，power systems【3，4】，etc．are essentially switched sys— 

tem s． 

Stabilization is a fundamental task for control design of 

switched systems【5】．The stabilization of switched lin- 

ear systems has been investigated for a long time．Many 

advanced tools have been used in the study．For exam- 

pie，in[6】Lie-algebra structure was used to reveal a suffi- 

cient stability criteria for switched linear systems．Multiple 

Lyapunov functions was used in f71．Quadratic stability by 

using quadratic Lyapunov functions(QLF)has been shown 

tO be an effective way to solve the problem of stability and 

stabilization of switched linear systems【8，9】．However，it is 

known that the existence of a common quadratic Lyapunov 

function is not necessary for the stability of switched linear 

systems【1 0]．A recent result provides a necessary and suf- 

ficient condition for the existence of a common quadratic 

Lyapunov function for a set of stable matrices【1 1】． 

Recently，the stabilization of switched nonlinear systems 

has also been investigated【1 2，1 31．The switched technique 

is implemented for the stabilization of some typical kinds of 

nonlinear systems[14，15]． 

A general switched affine nonlinear control system con— 

cerned is described as 

a)∈=， ( ( )+gO( ( )“，∈(￡)∈ ，“∈ 

b) yl=hi(C)，i=1，⋯ ，m， (1) 

where the switching law盯(￡)：[0，。。) A is a 
right-continuous piecewise constant mapping．and A = 

{ ，2，⋯ ，Ⅳ)for someintegerN≥2． 

Throughout the paper,we assume that the switching law 

can be arbitrary． 

The systems considered in this paper are mainly of the 

following two particular forms．The first one is 

a t 
b) 

= A仃( ) + B ( )“
，
x ∈ n “ ∈ m 

未 p ( )(∈)， ∈ ； 

= Cx． 

where∈=(x， )，and(A ，B )， ∈A are completely 
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controllable pairs．The second one is 

a) 

b1 

where∈ 

f ： ‘ ( ， )+9 1‘̈x，z)u， ∈ ， 

I三=p ( ( )， ∈R ， 
= Cx， (3) 

= (茁，名)，，f、(o，名)=0，and 

Â： I ，B̂：夕 o) (4) l
(0,0) 

are completely controllable pairs． 

We call(2)switched Bymes-Isidori canonical form 

(SBICF)because each switching model is in Bymes—Isidori 

canonical form (BICF)(up to a linear transformation)， 

and(3)generalized switched Bymes—Isidori canonical form 

(GSBICF)．Since in state feedback stabilization problem the 

outputs are less involved，for convenience，sometimes we 

also call(2(a))SBICF and(3(a))GSBICF． 

Note that a SBICF has not only a11 switched models ln 

BICF,but also common linearly controllable sub—space for 

all switching models． 

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the stabiliza’ 

tion ofswitched nonlinear systems in SBICF(GSBICF)．We 

will also consider when system(1)can be converted to(2) 

or(3)via state feedback，which is also said to be feedback 

equivalent to SBICF(GSBICF)．The main tool for stabiliza— 

tion is the Lyapunov function with homogeneous derivatives 

(LFHD)proposed in[161． 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows：section 2 

provides a slightly improved stability result via LFHD．Sec— 

tion 3 proves a theorem on stability，which is a key result for 

the following stabilization argument．Stabilization problem 

is considered in section 4．Section 5 considers the transfo卜 

marion of general switched nonlinear control systems into 

SBICF(GSBICF)．Section 6 is some concluding remarks． 

2 Lyapunov function with homogeneous 

derivatives 

Center manifold theory has been proven as a powerful 

tool for investigating stability and stabilization of nonlinear 

systems[16,-~1 8】．As a basic tool for a systematic center 

manifold approach to stabilization problems，the Lyapunov 

function with homogeneous derivatives(LFHD)has been 

proposed in【161．This section restate it in a more general 

fbrm． 

Consider a nonlinear system 

= ，( )， f(o)：0， x∈II~ 

Denote by^( )，i= 1，⋯ ，n，the components of 

，( )．Then，we have the following generalized definition 

of approximate stability． 

Definition 1 System(5)is said to be approximately sta’ 

ble at the origin with approximate degrees(dl，⋯ ，dn)if 

： (̂ )+O(1lxlldt+ )， i=1，⋯ ，n (6) 

is asymptotically stable at the origin． 

Now consider system(5)again．We split the components 

off(x)as 

(̂ )=qi(x)+e ( )， i=1， 一，n， 

where吼x)is a polynomial of degree deg(qi(x))=di and 

e ( )----O(1lxll出+ )．Then we construct an approximated 

system as 

=q( )， x∈Ⅱ ， (7) 

where q(x)= (q1( )，⋯ ，‰( ))T．A positive definite 

polynomial V(x1>0 is said to be a LFHD of(7)if 

deg＼OV

a 

(x )
．qi( ))一d，V ． 

Using above notations，we have the following result： 

Theorem i The origin of(5)is approximately stable 

with approximate degrees(da，⋯ ，dn)，if there exists a 

LFHD V(x)>0 ∈ ＼{o))，such that 

=

i 

(0)，
= 1 

where U c is a neighborhood of the origin．Particularly, 

system(5)is asymptotically stable at the origin． 

Remark I Theorem 1 is a little bit more general than 

its original version in[1 61，where qi(x)is assumed to be the 

lowest degree terms of̂ ( )．But a straightforward verifica— 

tion shows that the proof in【1 6】remains available．We need 

this version in the seque1． 

We give a simple example to describe the application of 

Theorem 1．Note that the corresponding theorem in[1 6】is 

not applicable to this example． 
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Example 1 Consider the following system 

一  + 2(1一cos )(：=，1( ))，(8
) 【5

2= l— 2+ {sinx2 (：=，2( ))． 一 

We construct its approximated system as 

{， 1 一 2一 }+0·5 23 12(： l( ))，(9) 【
X2= 1一 ；+ 2 (：=92( ))， 一 

dl：deg(gl(x))=5，d2=deg(g2(x))=3 

Using Taylor series expansion，we have 

e1 

e2 Z 

(1一COBX1一o。5 )=O(J J~Jl )[O(1lxll。) 

(sinx2一x2)=O(1lxll )c O(1lxll )． 

Now we define a candidate of LFHD a 

V(x) =2x + >0， (x≠0) 

Using the following inequality[1 6】 

n 6 ≤
P + q

fn[p+q-~-
P q P q + ’’ 

a，b∈ ，P> 0，g> 0， 

we have 

SplitpA(0，z)as 

p (0，z)=qA z)+EA(z)， A∈A， 

55 

deg(口 ( ))=d and e (z)=o(1lzlld + )．Using it，we 

construct an approximated system as 

毛= (z)， i=l，⋯ ，f； ∈A 

Then，we have our main stability result： 

Theorem 2 System(1 1)with assumption 1 is asymp— 

totically stable at the origin，if there exists a neighborhood， 

，off=0 such that 

i)A ， ∈A share a common QLF．That is，there exists 

a positive definite marx，P > 0，such that 

PÂ +(AA)TP：=QA<0， ∈A． (13) 

ii)there exist a common LFHD，V(z)>0 for(12)and a 

setofintegers d > 0． ∈A suchthat 

(1o) deg( ㈤) ，VA E A,z (14) 
and 

l(9)=-4x2+2 { ；一4x +4x2x2 

≤ 4 + 2+ 2—4 +4(吾 2+昙 2) 
= 一 ； 2一去 <0，( ≠0)． 

According to Theorem 1，system(8)is approximately stable 

at the origin with approximate degrees(5，3)．Particularly，it 

is asymptotically stable at the origin． 

3 Stability 

In this section we consider a class of switched affine non． 

1inear systems．The systems have the following two—block 

structure： 

f空 [A ( +H ( (∈)] ， ∈ 一 

【2= ( (∈)，z∈ ， 

。 V (15) 

iii)for each component ofp x，z)， ∈A the lowest 

degree(LD)of its components satisfies 

LD( ， ))≥e 一芸+l， (16) 
where J=1，⋯ ，l，z∈U． 

Proof Choose a candidate of Lyapunov function as 

(∈)=axTPx+ (z)， 0>0， 

where a>0 is an adjustable parameter to be determined 

later．It suffices to show that the derivative of is negative 

along trajectories of all switching models．For any ∈A． 

we have 

whem∈=(x，z)，the switching law (t)：[0，。。)-_÷ 

is a right-continuous piecewise constant mapping，A = 

{1，2，⋯ ，Ⅳ)for some integer N ≥2，and H ( )and 

(∈) =1，⋯ ，N，are 。。vector functions． 

The following assumption is made to emphasize that 

日 (∈)is a higher degree term． 

Assumption I H (̂∈)=o(11~11)， ∈A． 

d 

=axT(Q ) TP日 (∈) +暑瓦ovp ~( ， 
where Q̂ =PA +(A )TP<0． 

Using Taylor series expansion on p~(x，z)with respect to 
，
we have 

p池z) z)+ (0，z) +互 (0，z) i 
=  (z)+ (名)+ (0，z) + ( ，z)x。． 

(17) 
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Certain explanation is necessary for equation(17)。First， 

= 0 ⋯ @ ，where 0 is the tensor product of 
、-___’、，。__．一， 

k 

matrices．Secondly，for the second identity，using Taylor 

series expansion again on (0，z)，we have 

(0，z)= (z)+e (z) 

where deg( (z))=霹and (z)is the remainder with 
deg(e (z))>d ．Finally,7’ ( ，z)x is the sum of terms of 

degree of greater than or equal to 2． 

Denote 

(z)：= 暑t O V q ),,．z)． 
According to(1 5)，it is a negative definite polynomial of 

degree d)、
．
Define 

(z)：= t OV

3 

e 1(z)：= ∑ (z)． 
= 1 ～ 

By definition 

Define 

(z)=O(1lzll + ) 

)：=壹 OV A42(z 1 )． )：=∑ ．7 L0，z)． J= 勺 
Notethat deg( ) 一e7'thenby condition㈣，we 

啡) 轰o( 田)0( ) 
= O(1lzll ／ )． (19) 

Define 

( t OV a, )
= 。(11zII)， (2。) 

which is fr。m the fact tha ov
= o(11zII)．Final1 we 

44(x，z)：=2xTPH (f)=xTPxO(1l(x，z)l1)．(21) 

The estimation of(2 1)is from the assumption 1． 

Summarizing the above we have 

l(u)=axTQ +鳍 z)+ (z) 

+ ( ) + ( ， ) + ( ， )． (22) 

Note that[ ( )]T∈Ⅱ n一 and[ ( ， )]T∈Ⅱ 2(扎一 )are 

two row vectors． 

Then we have to show that there is a neighborhood U of 

(0，0)，such that(22)is negative definite over U．Accord 

ing to(18)，(20)，and(21)，we do not need to worry about 

(z)， ( ，z)x。and ( ，z)．Because they are higher 

order infinitesimals of 40(z)and／or xTQ respectively as 

( ，z)一0． 

Using Schwartz’s inequality，we have for any E > 0 

(z) I≤ ll + ll 2(z)ll。． (23) 

Choosing E > 0 to be small enough and according to 

the right hand side of(19)，the second term in(23)can 

be dominated by 4o(z)．Precisely，taking 40(z)， l(z)， 

and 42(z)into consideration simultaneously,we have 

4o(~)／2+41(Z)<0 by choosing small enough ，and 

40(z)／2+ ll 42(z) <0 by choosing small enough ． 

We can also have both iaAxTQ +霹( ，z)x。<0 and 

xTQAx+ 1 。<0 b
ytakinglarge enough aA,and 

aA 
xTQ +2n 蝴(z)<0 by shrinking if necessary． 

It then follows that for a fixed ( )=A and setting a=aA， 

Finally，choosing 

E=min．~EA(EA)， a=1TIaXAcA(aA)， U= n( )， 
AEA 

then(24)is true for all A∈A，which implies that system 

(1 1)is asymptotically stable． 

4 Stabilization 

This section considers the stabilization of SBICF system 

(2)and GSBICF system(3)．We give the following result 

for GSBICF systems．It is obviously applicable to SBICF 

systems． 

Using the same notations as in Theorem 2，a straightfor- 

ward computation leads to the following result． 

Theorem 3 System(3)is locally stabilizable，if there 

exists a neighborhood，U，of￡=0 such that 

i)(A ，B )，A∈A are simultaneously quadratically sta— 

bilizable．Th at is，there exist state feedbacks 

= K ， A∈A， (25) 

and a positive definite matrix，P > 0，such that = 

+ B K)、
．
A∈A satisfy 

P +( )TP：：Q <0， A∈A． (26) 

ii)there exists a common LFHD，V(z)> 0，for the 

approximate switched system (1 2)and a set of integers 

4  
2  

／L  

∈ 

Z 

、)( 

0  

0  

< 

Z 

l  

1  

．

L  

e 
V  
a 

h  

e  
w 

、J  8  

／L  
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deg( )) ，V ， (27) 

。 V ， (28) 

iii)for each component ofp̂ x， )，A∈A the lowest 

degrees(LD)of its components satisfy 

LD( ( ， ))≥eĵ一百eA+1
， (29) 

whereJ=1，⋯ ，d， ∈U．Moreover，乱̂，defined in(25) 

stabilizes the overall system． 

Proof Consider(3)a)．Since (o， )=0，using Taylor 

series expansion on ( ， )，we have 

( ， )=Âz+ (̂∈) 。． 

Similarly， 

gl~(X， )=B̂ + (̂∈)∈． 

Plugging them and乱= K  ̂into(3)a)yields a closed—loop 

form，which is exactly the same as(1 1)．The conclusion fol- 

Example 2 Consider the following system 

= A 0 +6 。 乱+ T叩 。 ( ， ) ， 

(30) I三：p ( )
． 

= { ，2)，叩̂( ， )，A∈A are any 2×2 smooth marx， 

A·=[一 二 ，Az=[一 ； 
一  ， 

z =[ ]，pz=[ (1 ‘三 。+xpX 2) Z ]． 
Note that the switching models of system (30)are in GS— 

BICF．We use Theorem 3 to show the system(30)is stabi— 

lizable．For the linear sub—system (we refer to【1 9】for sys— 

tematic treatment)，taking 

乱1= =[1 2] ，乱2=K2 =[一1 1] (31) 
leads to the feedback linear systems with matrices as 

= [ 二1]， z=[一 一 ]． 

57 

Then，A1 and A2 share a common quadratic Lyapunov func- 

P =㈣． 
Next，we consider the zero dynamics(with respect to Y= 

三

Z l

：

~  Z

a

l

2

n

t

(

a n (z

一

3 
--

2)

Z

． 

’ 

(32) 

1~ l

⋯

n(1--

咖

z3 ), 

． 

Th eir approximated systems are respectively 

三

z~ 1

：

=  --

}

Z

一

5+ 

2

Z

， 

’ 

(34) 

1 ---- Z3

：

~ 

． 

Itis easyto verifythatV(z)= }+ ≥is a commonLFHD． 

I(34)=一2z 一2 ；一4z2<0， 

l(35)=一2z 一8z 一4ZlZi 

≤一2 一8 + +3 <0． 

Th e last two inequalities are obtained by using the inequal- 

ity(10)． 

Finally．we haveforA= 1： 

d =6，LD(p{(∈))=d =5， D(p5(∈))=d =3； 

d ：4，LD(p (∈))=d =3，LD(p (∈))=d；=1． 

It is easy to check that(29)is true．System(30)is stabilized 

by control(31)． 

5 On SBICF(GSBICF) 

Th is section is mainly used to investigate when an affine 

switched system can be convened into SBICF(GSBICF) 

and hence the result obtained in previous section is applica— 
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To begin with，we give an example to show that some me— is fundamental in biological evolution【2 1 1．Block-wise 

chanical systems can have this kinds of structure if some of switching happens also in many power systems【221．These 

its parts aleflexiblefordifferent sizes are some motivations for studying(2)and(3) 

Example 3 Consider a car with inverted pendu— Consider system(1)．It is well known that under certain 

lum of variable length f，switching among{fl，⋯ ，f_Ⅳ} regularconditions[181(1)can be expressed into B-I normal 

(ref．Fig，1)． 

Fig．1 Car with inverted pendulum 

The model can be expressed as[20】 

Z1 = Z2． 

2x(t)=A)'x )'+BXu ,xX(t)e 

乏3= --Z4Z5， 

： 3铝， (36) Then， 

where Zl= X，Z2= 圣，Z3= COS 0，Z4= sin0，Z5 = 0 

Define 

D=[( +m) 一m m ) 

55=Z5+(1／l (t))z2z3 

Gx=span{9 ，．． ， }， A∈A 

we define the decoupling matrices as 

D = 

． ．  

； ． 

， L
．qL 

． ． ；冬 

A∈ 

Finally．the sets of one—form s for A∈ A can be produced as 

：= ， ⋯，dh ， ) 
We denote the module of over (that is，the vector space 

and assume that the output is ：zl，then(36)becomes panned by oVer )by 

三l Z2， 

未2= m 玄
5一 2 3 (t))。+ ，J_ 

三3=一z4(~5一z2z3／l (t))， 
24：幻( 5一 2 3／f (t))， (37) 

1 

玛 --~mg 4+ Df (
t) 
mz4(25 

一 Z2Z3／l (￡))。Z3一z2z4(55一z2za／l (t)) 

Obviously，(37)is of GSBICF 

Mx：=Moda{ )， A∈A 

The following result tells when system(1)has the SBICF 

Proposition 1 System(1)with regular feedbacks 

“ n (f)+ (f) ， 

(where (∈)is locally invertible)，has a SBICE if i)，)}+ 
· · · +，) =s，VA∈ ；ii)Gx，A∈A are non．singular and 

involutive；iii)Dx，A∈A are non—singular；and(iv)M ，̂ 

Systems(2)and(3)seem to be a“block—wise switched，， A∈A are the same 

system．This kind of switched systems come from many Proof i)~iii)are standard for B—I normal form using 

practical systems．Say，switching with“building block” classical coordinate transformation based on [1 81 

1●●●●●●●J  

2 5 

)  )  

t￡  f  n g 
r n 

r  

，  

—．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．L  

1  J  

0 
m 

m 

+ 

—．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．L  
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Therefore，we can obtain(36)with the same size of lin— the following switched system can be obtained 

earized part．Finally，it is obvious that iv)is equivalent to 

that the linear parts of different models are linearly related
． 

We，therefore，can choose any as a universal 
． Then any 

z can be chosen as universal z to get(2)． 

Next，we consider(3)．In fact，we may be only interested 

in(3)a)，as in many stabilization problems
． Then we haye 

the following easily proved result． 

Proposition 2 System (1)a)is static state feedback where 

equivalent to (3)a)，if all the linear approximations 

( ，B )，as defined in(4)，are controllable．and 

Ma：：Modx{ )， A∈A 

arethe same，where 

= {B̂，AXBA，⋯，( ̂) BA} 

6 Application to switched Lorenz system 

慝≥ ， 

， 

’ 

饕l+c~l+a 

0 

一 (1+ ) 

0 

驯 59 

(41) 

Using Theorem 2，we have 

q (札)=一u。， q2(u)=一札 ． 

Choose V = 札 ，one sees easily that as > 0 large 

enough condition(1 6)is obviously satisfied．Condition(1 4) 

is trivia1 To make(15)true we need乱 ≥ 0．Note that 

((札， fj，W)∈ 。l札：0}is an invariant set ofthe system 

(41)．Then{( “，V，W)∈R。 ≥0}is also an invariant set． 

We conclude that if the initia1 value of the state of system 

(40)is in a certain neighborhood U of the origin and 

】 r 

0+~+-Sv0≥0， 

then the state converges to the origin
． Hence no chaos will 

happen even under arbitrary switchings
． 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper,the problem of stabilization has been stud— 

ies for a class of switched nonlinear systems． The systems 

concerned are in SBICF or GSBICE First
， a stability result， 

based on common quadratic Lyapunov function(for linear 

part)and common LFHD(for zero dynamics)，has obtained． 

It provides a tool for stabilizations of(genera1)SBICF．An 

example was provided to describe the stabilization proce— 

dure．Then we consider when a switched affine nonlinear 

system is transferable，via static state feedback，to SBICF 

and GSBICE Finally，the result is applied to investigate the 

dynamic behavior of switched Lorenz systems
． 

Only systems in SBICF (GSBICF)were considered． 

Moreover,the zero dynamics of all switching models were 

一 
㈤ ㈨ ∞一十 

Q 

～ 

一 

+ 

一 

+ 一 

Ⅱ U 

， 【 ／ r 

、』 、●，  

＆ 

+ + 

“ 

／ ＼ ／，  
= l{ 

『I lI 

^ 止 
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assumed to be of minimum phase．These two are rigorous 

constrains．The stabilization problem of switched nonlinear 

systems both with non--comparable sub--space of linear part 

and with non—minimum phase zero dynamics remain for fur- 

ther study． 
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